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Dear members of the PORSECAssociation,
This issue of the Bulletin of PORSECAssociation (BPA)includes a first announcement for PORSEC 2012 and call
for papers (see separate note with the sessions listed). It is time to start planning for the travel costs for yourself
and any students you might like to send to the tutorial classes. We also have two interesting articles on weather
and ocean concerns related to the area east and south of Kochin, India, where PORSEC 2012 will take place.

Our president’s note gives some important food for thought, so be sure to read that carefully. President Gower
and all of us involved in the BPA, welcome your thoughts and letters to the bulletin at any time.

We have not had a section for Letters to the Editors earlier, but hope that you will help us by contributing your
thoughts on anything that you see in the BPA or anywhere else for that matter (with proper references, of course).

Best wishes for the summer holidays

Yours,

Gad Levy and Kristina Katsaros

Co-editors of Bulletin of the PORSECAssociation

Volume 5.2 July 2011
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PORSEC  President’s Message
June 2011

The IJRS Special Issue is progressing well.  We expect to
have about 20 papers in the PORSEC 2010 Keelung, Tai-
wan issue.  Lingzis Tang has distributed copies of the book
“Remote Sensing of the Changing Oceans,” Springer
2010, containing 19 papers resulting from work presented
at the 2008 PORSEC meeting in Guangzhou, China.  Plan-
ning continues for PORSEC2012, to be held in Kochi
India, November 5 to 9, with a planned student tutorial be-
forehand from October 28 to November 2.

The Japanese tsunami in March reminded us of the wide
and sometimes unexpected role the oceans can play in our
lives.  This tsunami looks set to affect the future of nuclear
power at a time when we badly need to move away from
carbon-based fuels.  Tsunami impacts have to be taken into
account when planning any construction near the sea, from
nuclear power plants down to beach shacks.  

A session on “Lessons from recent tsunamis” was sugges-
ted for PORSEC2012.  Another suggestion is “Remote
sensing of species-specific plankton blooms.”  A note on
Trichodesmium blooms near Kochi is included in this Bul-
letin

I attended the launch of NASA’s Aquarius satellite on June
10, designed to measure ocean surface salinity using 21
cm microwave radiometry.  SMOS has found severe pro-
blems with radio frequency interference (RFI) at this wa-
velength, and we wish Aquarius luck.  On the drive down
to Van Den Berg Air Force Base, my wife and I saw the
elephant seals and sea otters that are reappearing along the
California coast.  It seems that recent protection measures
are making a difference.

New warnings continue to appear on the climate change to
be expected, on land and in the ocean, from the increasing
amount of carbon dioxide in the earth’s atmosphere.  Yet
the increase of carbon dioxide shows no sign of slowing,
or even of ceasing to accelerate.  NOAA has just released
the monthly average data for May 2011, showing carbon
dioxide at 394 parts per million, a new world record.  In
fact the value has hit a new record every April or May for
the last 46 years.  Each year at this season, we advance
into new and unknown territory for climate change.

Jim Gower, 30 June 2011
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PORSEC 2012

Dear PORSEC Members,

PORSEC2012 will be held in Kochi, India during 5-9 No-
vember 2012. Indian National Centre for Ocean Informa-
tion Services (INCOIS), Hyderbad, India, will be the host
for this event and I have been appointed as the Chairman of
Local Organising Committee. We invite you to start plan-
ning to attend.

We are in the process of bringing out the 1st circular and
posters. The POSEC2012 web site also is getting ready.
Meanwhile, to include in the 1st circular we have listed a
few themes for the pre-conference tutorial and sessions (see
next page). Please take a look at the suggested themes and
give your suggestions. The deadline for session proposals
is August 31, 2011.

Looking forward to hearing from you.

with best regards
Satheesh Shenoi

To spike your travel interest
please have a look at the tourist web site:
http://www.cochin.org/tourism.htm

http://www.cochin.org/tourism.htm
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Tentative schedule for 
P O R S E C - 2 0 1 2

List of topics for the pre-conference tutorial
• Altimeter - principles and applications 

• Spaceborne IR and Microwave radiometers 

• Ocean State Forecast 

• SAR and Scatterometer- principles and applications 

• Remote Sensing of Marine Fishery Resources 

• Applications of RS in Coastal zone management

Themes for Technical Sessions

• Societal applications of Ocean Remote Sensing

• OceanSat – II and remote sensing of ocean colour and surface winds

• Remote sensing for hazard warnings and mitigation

• Coastal altimetry

• Ocean colour in the coastal and open seas

• Data management and dissemination – issues and challenges

• Sensor technology, calibration and validation (CAL-VAL)

• Climate change and oceans

• Ocean observations, modelling and data assimilation

• Remote sensing and GIS for coastal zone management

• Polar seas and sea ice

• Remote sensing of atmospheric aerosols

• Ocean-atmosphere interactions

• Monsoons

• Oceanic processes

• Estuaries and coastal seas
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Pacific Climate Change Science Program: 

Improving the understanding of tropical
cyclone climatology

YURIY KULESHOV*†, ROALD DE WIT†, JOHN
PHAN†, MARTIN SCHWEITZER†, ANDREW DOWDY†,
DAVID JONES†

†National Climate Centre, Bureau of Meteorology, Mel-
bourne, Australia

* Corresponding author. Email: y.kuleshov at bom.gov.au

Abstract

Satellite remote sensing is vital to accurately estimate tro-
pical cyclone parameters such as position and intensity. A
tropical cyclone archive for the Southern Hemisphere has
been prepared for the “satellite era” and it now consists of
best track data for the tropical cyclone seasons from
1969/70 to 2009/10, covering name (and/or unique iden-
tification number), position and intensity (in terms of cen-
tral pressure). To provide means for accessing detailed
information and data on historical tropical cyclones for the
Southern Hemisphere, a specialised website for dissemina-
ting results and data was developed using OpenLayers
platform. This allows dynamic map navigation, presenting
detailed information for a selected region in the Southern
Hemisphere and the display of changes in tropical cyclone
intensity over the lifetime of a cyclone.

1. Introduction

The Pacific Climate Change Science Program (PCCSP) is
dedicated to help Pacific Island countries and East Timor
gain a better understanding of how climate change will
impact their regions. Working with partner countries, the
PCCSP will track recent and current climate and trends,
investigate major regional climate phenomena. One of the
key projects for the PCCSP is “Improving the Understan-
ding of Tropical Cyclone Climatology”. Tropical cyclones
are the most destructive weather phenomena that impact
on tropical parts of the Pacific Ocean. 

Satellite remote sensing is vital to accurately estimate tro-
pical cyclone parameters such as position and intensity.
Availability of satellite images made enormous impact on
improving our knowledge about tropical cyclones. In this
project, we are further developing the tropical cyclone cli-
matology through a detailed study of the large-scale envi-
ronmental factors responsible for the Pacific tropical
cyclone variability and change. In this paper, we describe
a tropical cyclone data portal which is an integral part of
the project.

2. “Tropical Cyclones in the Southern He-
misphere” data portal

2.1. The Southern Hemisphere tropical cyclone archive

A tropical cyclone archive for the Southern Hemisphere
has been prepared at the National Climate Centre in the
Australian Bureau of Meteorology in close collaboration
with international partners (Kuleshov et al 2009). The ar-
chive is a result of multinational efforts of the National
Meteorological and Hydrological Services from the Sout-
hern Hemisphere nations and has been derived from seve-
ral data sources. The data for the western South Indian
Ocean (30°E to 90°E) have been provided by Météo-
France (La Réunion), for the Australian region (90°E to
160°E) by the Australian Tropical Cyclone Warning Cen-
tres, and for the eastern South Pacific Ocean (east of
160°E) by the Meteorological Services of Fiji and New
Zealand. Tropical cyclone tracks from these archives were
merged into one archive, ensuring consistency of track
data when tropical cyclones cross regional borders etc. 

The Southern Hemisphere tropical cyclone archive now
consists of best track data for the tropical cyclone seasons
from 1969/70 to 2009/10, covering name (and/or unique
identification number), position and intensity (in terms of
central pressure) (Kuleshov et al 2010a). However, the pe-
riod of complete records of estimated tropical cyclone in-
tensity is shorter (from the 1981/82 season) which is
related to availability of satellite images for different re-
gions in the Southern Hemisphere and consequently deri-
ving cyclone intensity. 

Currently, the technique for estimating tropical cyclone in-
tensity is the Dvorak analogue procedure based on patterns
of infra-red brightness temperature (Dvorak, 1984, Velden
et al., 2006). The original version of the technique, applied
to visible satellite imagery, was published in 1975, with it
present form, based on digital infra-red imagery, published
in 1984. While polar-orbiting satellite images became
available in the Australian region from late 1960s (Holland
1984), geostationary satellite imagery became available
only in 1978 and it was only during the mid-1980s that
high-resolution multi-channel imagery became available
at the Australian Region forecast offices. For the western
South Indian Ocean where the tracks are maintained by
Météo-France (La Réunion), significant improvement in
data quality and estimation of cyclone intensity occurred
with the beginning of geostationary satellite coverage in
1998, as a result of the launch of the MeteoSat-7 satellite
(Kossin et al. 2007). Within the satellite era, low-resolu-
tion geostationary satellite imagery for the South Pacific
(west of about 155°W) became available to forecasters
from Fiji and New Zealand from 1980. However, only
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from the early 1990s, with high-resolution imagery from
the GOES-West satellites available, did the Dvorak tech-
nique become increasingly used for estimating storm in-
tensity. 

This difference in time of availability of high resolution
satellite images in the regions of the Southern Hemisphere
has impact on accuracy of cyclone intensity estimations
and imposes limitations on analysis of historical data. For
example, it restricts accuracy of long-term trend analysis
of changes in cyclone intensity, something required to add-
ress the important question of how tropical cyclone acti-
vity is changing over decades and it possible relationship
to global climate change (Solomon et al. 2007). Conse-
quently, reanalysis of the historical tropical cyclones in

order to obtain globally homogeneous records is essential
(Kuleshov et al 2010b). To assist with this important task,
a complete digital GMS Satellite Archive has been prepa-
red at the Australian Bureau of Meteorology for use in tro-
pical cyclone reanalysis (Broomhall et al 2010); satellite
images (see for example Figure 1) are used by forecasters
for preparing operational and best track data.

The data from the Southern Hemisphere tropical cyclone
archive is a publicly available database which is used by
PCCSP research teams working on investigating tropical
cyclone characteristics and  projections of future tropical
cyclone activity, as well as other researchers world wide.

5

Figure 1.
Satellite image of tropical cyclone Heta originally processed by the Bureau of Meteorology from the geostationary meteo-
rological satellite GOES-9 operated by the National Atmospheric and Oceanographic Administration on behalf of the
Japan Meteorological Agency.
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2.2. The Southern Hemisphere tropical cyclone specia-
lised website 

To provide a user-friendly means for accessing detailed
information and data on historical tropical cyclones for the
Southern Hemisphere, the first version of a specialised
website for disseminating results and data “Tropical Cyc-
lones in the Southern Hemisphere” was developed in
2007. Recently, a new design for the website has been de-

veloped (Figure 2; http://www.bom.gov.au/cyclone/his-
tory/tracks/). Main features of this design are briefly pre-
sented in this paper. 

The new tropical cyclone website has been developed
using OpenLayers platform. This allows dynamic map na-
vigation, presenting detailed information for a selected re-
gion in the Southern Hemisphere and the display of
changes in tropical cyclone intensity over the lifetime of a
cyclone. The features of the new web site are presented
below using tropical cyclone Heta as an example. 
Tropical cyclone Heta formed on December 25, 2003 and
reached a maximum intensity of 260km/h and an estima-
ted pressure of 915 hPa on January 6, 2004 (Figure 1).
Cyclone Heta caused catastrophic damage to the islands
of Tonga, Niue, and American Samoa estimated at $170
million dollars (2009 USD). Best track of tropical cyclone
Heta is presented in Figure 3. In Figure 4, track of tropical
cyclone Heta is displayed over the base layer. Orange dots
represent best track 6-hourly positions of the cyclone when
its central pressure was estimated above 970 hPa and red
dots represent the cyclone’s positions when pressure was
estimated as equal to or below 970 hPa (an approximate
pressure threshold for severe tropical cyclones in the Sout-
hern Hemisphere).

The dynamic map navigation feature of the new web site
allows one to examine the cyclone track over a selected
region in detail (Figure 5). In this figure, the track of tro-
pical cyclone Heta is displayed over the “Elevation and
bathymetry” background. Dashed line connects points of
the tropical cyclone best track when the system was at a
stage of Tropical Depression (i.e. estimated pressure is
above 995 hPa) and solid line connects the points when
the storm attained Tropical Cyclone intensity (a threshold
of 995 hPa or below is selected for display purposes).
Users can obtain information about characteristics of the
tropical cyclone at particular location by clicking on a dot
point. As a result, the following information is displayed:
tropical cyclone name, geographical coordinates of the se-
lected position, time and intensity in terms of an estimated
value of pressure in hectopascals.  

Other features of the website include displaying multiple
tropical cyclone tracks to satisfy users’ requirements to
present cyclone tracks over the whole tropical cyclone sea-
son, or a number of seasons, and enabling a down-load fa-
cility. Specifically, “Tropical Cyclone Track Details”
feature allows users to display tropical cyclone data for a
selected cyclone (date and time, latitude and longitude,
and intensity in terms of central pressure) in a separate
window. The “Report on Specific Location” feature allows
users to display tracks for cyclones crossing within speci-
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Figure 3. Best track of tropical cyclone Heta

Figure 2. Front page of the Southern Hemisphere tropical
cyclone specialised website 

http://www.bom.gov.au/cyclone/history/tracks/
http://www.bom.gov.au/cyclone/history/tracks/
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Figure 4. Best track of tropical cyclone Heta displayed in the new interface

Figure 5. Detailed presentation of tropical cyclone Heta best track over the selected area where the cyclone reached 915
hPa intensity on January 6, 2004.
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fied distance (e.g. within a radius of 50, 100, 200 and 400
km) from a specified position. The specified position can
be defined as a point with specific geographical coordina-
tes (e.g. 12.42°S 130.89°E) or as a location selected from
a list (e.g. Darwin). 

3. Concluding remarks

“Improving the Understanding of Tropical Cyclone Cli-
matology” project which we are conducting as an integral
part of the Pacific Climate Change Science Program
(PCCSP) will benefit the Pacific Island Countries through
improved data access and data security, enhanced scienti-
fic and technical capacity, and improved scientific under-
standing of Pacific climate and climate change. In
addition, the increased knowledge and tools that are de-
veloped through this project will lead to improvements in
the way Pacific Island Countries manage and analyse ob-
servational data. The project will improve the availability
of tropical cyclone data and hence support further climate
change research and vulnerability assessments in the Pa-
cific Island countries.
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Surface plankton blooms off the west
coast of India

Jim Gower, Erika Young, Stephanie King, June 2011

Figure 1 shows a MERIS satellite image of a surface
plankton bloom off the west coast of India near Kochi on
May 16 2011.  Kochi is the site of PORSEC2012, where
observations of bloom events will be discussed.  Spectra
plotted from MERIS data show the chlorophyll “red edge”
spectrum, indicating that the bloom signal is from floating
slicks, consistent with Trichodesmium.  This colonial spe-
cies blooms along this coast in April and May, and its in-
dividual buoyant trichomes form extensive surface slicks.
Trichodesmium is a significant fixer of atmospheric ni-
trogen and these blooms are an important part of the ma-
rine biogeochemical cycle.

Figures 2 and 3 show total bloom signal in a strip 50 pix-
els (250 km) wide west to east, which follows the west
coast of India from Mumbai (19N) down to the southern
tip of India (Cape Comorin, 8N).  The time series for the
south part of this strip, covering the coast off Kochi, (Fi-
gure 2) shows a spike in May 2011, and even bigger spikes
in previous years.  The signal is maximum in most years
in May (June in 2003, Feb in 2004, April in 2005, June in
2009).  In May 2008 a bloom extended over the whole
coast.  Cloud-free coverage of satellite imaging (right hand
axis) drops in June with the start of the monsoon rains.  

9

Figure 1 (left): MERIS satellite MCI (peak radiance at 709 nm) image on May 16 2011, showing a bloom off the west
coast of India near Kochi.  Clouds and land are black.  The colour scale shows MCI radiances are slightly negative in the
open ocean and positive in the bloom. (right): True colour RGB image showing cloud, vegetation patterns on land and silty
water along the coast.  The bloom is faintly visible in some places.  The MCI image makes use of the spectral signature of
the bloom to estimate bloom intensity without being confused by cloud or suspended silt.
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The series for the north coast (Figure 3) shows much larger
total signals.  The series is more regular in timing, and the
coverage shows a much more dramatic drop when the
monsoon clouds form in June.  The blooms occur in April
and May of all years except 2009, when the highest
(though still relatively small) signal was in October.  

The strongest bloom, in April 2004, did not extend to the
south.  Bloom signal also increased in May 2011.

10

Figure 2a. Time se-
ries of total bloom
signal and numbers
of cloud-free pixels in
a strip 250 km wide
along the west coast
of India.  South part,
off Kochi.

Figure 2b.  Time se-
ries of total bloom
signal and numbers
of cloud-free pixels
in a strip 250 km
wide along the west
coast of India.
North part, off Goa
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Announcements, News, and
Opportunities of 
Interest to the PORSEC 
Community

Sea level change in the IPCC Working
Group I Fifth Assessment Report

The CLIVAR Office is dealing with projections of global-
mean sea level change during this century and the further
future, and with the geographical distribution of future sea
level change. To inform the assessment we need to be
aware of relevant publications. In addition to our own se-
arching of the literature, we would be grateful to hear from
authors of papers on predictions/projections of global sea
level change, of any of its components (thermal expansion
due to ocean heat uptake, glaciers, ice caps, ice sheets, ter-
restrial water storage), of regional sea level change, and
of any of the influences upon it (ocean density and circu-
lation changes, surface flux changes, changes in the solid
Earth and geoid). If you have published a peer-reviewed
paper on such subjects in 2006 or later, we would be gra-
teful if you would you email it to Jonathan Gregory
(j.m.gregory at reading.ac.uk). If you have submitted a re-
levant paper, which you are willing to share with us at this
point, you are also welcome to email it. (Note that IPCC
drafts are always treated as confidential.) Papers to be con-
sidered in this assessment must have been submitted by
the end of July 2012, but it will be helpful to know about
them sooner rather than later. Please feel free to pass on
this request to any authors of relevant papers. 

Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
Phase 5 (CMIP5) update 

As many of you know, about 20 modeling groups from
around the world are currently running the CMIP5 experi-
ments.  We expect that model data will start to become avai-
lable for analysis in Northern Hemisphere spring, 2011.

Please check the PCMDI web page for current status and
updates (http://cmip-pcmdi.llnl.gov/cmip5/).  The multi-
model dataset will mature through the course of this year as
more and more model data come online.  We advise analysts
to be flexible in their analyses, starting with a few models
but allowing the capability to include additional model data
as more becomes available.  Experience with CMIP3 indi-
cates that general conclusions can be reached with a few
models, and uncertainties can be better quantified with the
addition of more models to reach final publishable results.

With regards to opportunities to present results from
CMIP5 model data analyses, the first is a CMIP5 poster
session at the upcoming WCRP Open Science Conference
(OSC) to be held in Denver, Colorado USA 24-28 Octo-
ber, 2011.  For more information on the OSC:
http://www.wcrp-climate.org/conference2011/

The CMIP5 session at OSC:  Session C34: Global Model
Evaluation and Projections: CMIP5 and Other Model In-
tercomparisons (conveners: J. Meehl, D. Waugh, J. Fa-
sullo, K. Williams)

Some important deadlines to keep in mind for the OSC:  
General registration deadline for OSC:  24 October 2011

The second opportunity to present CMIP5 model analy-
sis results will be a CMIP5 Workshop to be hosted by the
International Pacific Research Center at the University of
Hawaii in March 2012.  Some of you recall the CMIP3
Workshop held there in 2005.  The CMIP5 Workshop will
be a similar “short presentation/poster” format.  This
workshop is currently being formulated, and further details
will be made available on the WCRP, CLIVAR and
PCMDI web pages.

Director and Principal Scientists at Centre
for Climate Science, Singapore

The Meteorological Service Division of Singapore Envi-
ronmental Agency is setting up a Centre for Climate Sci-
ence with an establishment of 29 staff. The Centre’s main
scientific activities will focus on research into modelling
the complex weather and climate systems that affect the
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tropical region of Southeast Asia. Examples of such sys-
tems are convective thunderstorms, the monsoons, the
Madden Julian Oscillation and the El Nino/La Nina. The
Centre hopes to grow niche expertise in developing a dee-
per understanding and improving the prediction of tropical
weather and climate systems.

A search is on for a Director for the Centre and two Prin-
cipal Scientists. The concept paper for the Centre describes
their roles as follows:
The Director of the Centre plays an executive leadership
role. He/she will oversee the Centre’s daily operations, and
lead decision-making in the Centre’s recruitment, expen-
diture, research and outreach strategies. Ideally, a full-time
Director should combine strong administrative skills with
clout in climate science. Prior experienceworking with
Government would be an advantage.

The two Principal Scientists will spearhead the research
by providing on-the-ground, expert guidance to their staff.
As such, their qualifications should include at least 10
years’ experience in their specialist research domain; and
the capacity to lead and develop a research/operations
team. One Principal Scientist will take charge of teams on
(i) climate modelling and prediction and (ii) climatology
and climate studies. Another Principal Scientist will lead
teams on (i) environmental prediction and assessment and
(ii) weather prediction and research.
Depending on experience, the starting salary for the Di-
rector will be in the range of Singapore$200,000 –
300,000. (Approx: US$162K-243K).
Interested individuals please contact Professor LIM Hock
Director of Tamasek Laboratories, Singapore. Professor
LIM’s email address is: tslhead at nus.edu.sg

Positions at the Rossby Centre, SMHI,
Norrköping, Sweden

There are 3 positions available at the Rossby Centre,
SMHI, Norrköping, Sweden.

The first position (ref 984) is a permanent position to work
within our EC-Earth technical development team. The ot-
hers are both 2-yr time-limited (post-docotoral) positions.

http://www.smhi.se/en/about-smhi/Work-at-SMHI/Job-
opportunities/research-scientist-ref-984-1.17007

http://www.smhi.se/en/about-smhi/Work-at-SMHI/Job-
opportunities/research-scientist-ref-983-1.17009

http://www.smhi.se/en/about-smhi/Work-at-SMHI/Job-
opportunities/research-scientist-ref-982-1.17008

Oregon State Postdoctoral Research Posi-
tions

The College of Oceanic and Atmospheric Sciences at Ore-
gon State University, Corvallis Oregon, invites applica-
tions for two Institutional Postdoctoral Research Associate
positions in any area of Earth System Sciences, including
climate, ocean, and atmospheric sciences and geophysics.

COAS is one of the world's leading graduate research in-
stitutions for oceanographic, atmospheric and earth scien-
ces, with more than 200 faculty and staff members,
approximately 100 graduate students, and a wide variety
of assets including an excellent computing infrastructure,
state-of-the-art analytical facilities, and two research vessels.

Appointment:Awards are competitive, with a major emp-
hasis on potential for independent, creative research. The
positions are awarded for three years, at 1.0, 0.75, 0.5 FTE
in years 1, 2, and 3, respectively, guaranteed by the Uni-
versity. FTE can be increased to 1.0 in years 2 and 3 with
external support generated by the candidate in collabora-
tion with their faculty mentors. Successful candidates will
be paired with suitable faculty mentors for training in the
development and submission of fundable research propo-
sals, research collaboration, and publication of results.
COAS institutional postdocs will be encouraged to seek
external funding, and may serve as Principal Investigator,
or co-Principal Investigator, on grant proposals. Following
the postdoctoral training period, an opportunity may exist,
based on mutual agreement of the College and the candi-
date, and in accordance with university procedures, to
change the position to a research or tenure-track status.

Responsibilities and Duties: Perform basic research in the
themes of Climate Systems, Biogeochemical Systems,
Earth Dynamics, Ocean and Atmospheric Sciences, Ge-
ophysics, and Earth System Management as part of OSU's
strategic priority in the area of Advancing the Science of
Sustainable Earth Ecosystems.
Develop a program of research that contributes to the field
and external funding of a research program. Research ac-
tivities are expected to result in publications that advance
the knowledge and understanding of the natural and
human-impacted earth systems, planets, or marine resource
management. Results of research will lead to peer-reviewed
journals and conference proceedings. Research duties may
include developing and implementing research studies, col-
lecting and analyzing data, modeling, and statistical ana-
lysis and interpretation of the results. The individual's role
in the research will be as an independent investigator, and
as a collaborator with PIs in the research theme.
Perform service that contributes to the College, University
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and the profession. This may include teaching activities
such as guest lecturing, classroom instruction, course and
curriculum development, and interacting with students in-
formally in regard to academic program, research projects,
and career direction.Grant preparation and submission to
agencies and foundations to gain external funding; prepa-
ration of peer-reviewed journal articles and presentations
at professional conferences.

Qualifications:Candidates are required to have completed
the Ph.D. degree in the general area of Earth System Sci-
ences or related field prior to taking up the appointment.
Excellent command of the English language, quantitative
analytical skills (appropriate to their field), and excellent
written and verbal communication skills are required.
Preference will be given to candidates with a strong pu-
blication record, a demonstrable commitment to seeking
external funding, and research interests aligned with the
COAS strategic hiring plan 
(http://www.coas.oregonstate.edu/index.cfm?content.dis-
play&pageID=763).

A demonstrable commitment to promoting and enhancing
diversity is preferred.

To Apply:Applications must include a curriculum vita, un-
dergraduate and graduate school transcripts, names and
addresses of three referees willing to write confidential let-
ters of recommendation, and a two-page statement of pro-
posed work, including information on possible COAS
faculty mentors. We encourage applicants to contact fac-
ulty members with research interests fitting the proposed
work: http://www.coas.oregonstate.edu/index.cfm. Candi-
dates will be selected based on overall excellence, inclu-
ding academic qualifications, letters of recommendation,
and a statement of proposed work that is compatible with
the COAS strategic hiring plan as outlined on the college
website (http://coas.oregonstate.edu). Starting postdocto-
ral salary range is $48,000-$54,600/year based on full-
time 1.0 FTE, plus benefits.

To access application instructions see
http://oregonstate.edu/jobs, posting 0007139. Inquiries
about the position may be directed to Dr. Eric Skyllings-
tad: skylling at coas.oregonstate.edu, +1 541-737-5697
(phone).

Post-Doctorate position on numerical mo-
deling of climate change at INPE (National
Institute for Space Research) in Cachoeira
Paulista, Sao Paulo, Brazil.

-Funding Agency FAPESP, project No. 2008/58161-1
-Title of the project: Assessment of Impacts and Vulnera-
bility to Climate Change in Brazil and Strategies for Adap-
tation Options
-Principal investigator: José A. Marengo
-Institution: Earth System Science Center CCST/ Instituto
Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais

The project offers a post-doctorate two-year position at
INPE (National Institute for Space Research) in Cachoeira
Paulista, Sao Paulo, to carry out research on regional cli-
mate modelling over South America using the Eta Model. 

One of the objectives of the project is the enhancement of
understanding of the impacts of climate change and iden-
tify the main regions potentially to be affected by climate
change and the vulnerabilities of their populations in Bra-
zil in the following sectors and systems: water resources,
social aspects, weather related natural disasters and mega
cities.

The candidates should have experience on atmospheric
modeling (model development as performing runs and
tests). The work will focus on the study of climate change
over South America imposed by the IPCC and other global
climate model future scenarios using the Eta Model - cli-
mate change version. The work will consist of high reso-
lution Eta Model multi-decadal runs and include analyses
of mean and extreme conditions in the present and future
climates.  Further information on the project can be found
at  http://www.ccst.inpe.br/ClimateChange_Fapesp

The candidates should send Curriculum Vitae, letters from
two referees and a letter explaining the candidate’s interest
in climate modelling research. These documents should
be in PDF to Jose Marengo (jose.marengo at inpe.br)  until
July 10 2011. The current scholarship is R$ 5.028,00,
(about US $ 3125) free of taxes. The candidates will be
contacted for interview, which can be personally or
through Skype.
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Research/Faculty Position at the Depart-
ment of Physical Oceanography
CICESE
Ensenada, Baja California, Mexico

The department of Physical Oceanography at CICESE in
Ensenada, Baja California, Mexico, invites applications
for a research/faculty position in the area of Physical
Oceanography. We seek candidates with a Ph. D., capable
of conducting independent research in physical oceanog-
raphy and with a strong record leading or  participating in
research projects and peer reviewed publications. Quali-
fied applicants with specialty in coastal dynamics,
ocean/atmosphere modeling or air-sea coupled modeling
related to climate studies are encouraged. We are particu-
larly, but not exclusively, interested in candidates who can
strengthen our program in ocean-atmosphere interaction
and use models to advance fundamental understanding and
predictability of the ocean-atmosphere system. Candidates
should have the ability to conduct an active, extramurally
funded, research program. Successful candidates are ex-
pected to teach oceanography or meteorology courses at
the graduate level and supervise graduate students.

Applicants should submit electronically a CV and state-
ment of research and teaching interests together with
names of three references to Dr. Alejandro Parés-Sierra
(apares at cicese.mx). The review process will continue
until the position is filled. Successful candidate is expected
to begin working before the fall 2011.

RADARSAT Constellation Mission

The next generation of C-Band spaceborne SAR systems,
the RADARSAT Constellation Mission (RCM), is cur-
rently in its detailed design phase, which was initiated in
March 2010 following a successful preliminary design re-
view.   In order to achieve the key mission objectives,
which are to increase the frequency of image revisits and
the reliability of information so as to better address the
needs of users in the areas of maritime surveillance, envi-
ronment and ecosystem monitoring, and disaster manage-
ment, the project is supported by a dedicated team from
the Canadian Space Agency and several departments wit-
hin the federal government, including the Users & Science
Team (U&ST).  This forum provides a mechanism for con-
sulting with Government users of SAR data and data pro-

ducts and provides advice to the RCM management team.
A senior scientist is also appointed by the members of the
U&ST to act as the Lead Scientist to support science and
applications development activities. Currently CSA is sup-
porting government R&D efforts related to the capabilities
of RCM. These include the application of compact polari-
metry and rapid coherent change detection. In addition to
representative from each department, the key members of
the RCM Users & Science Team are: CSA Project Mana-
ger - Alain Carrier, CSA Mission Manager - Steve Iris;
U&ST Co-Chairs - Terry Pultz (CCRS) and Paris Vachon
(DRDC); Lead Scientist - Vern Singhroy.

Canadian Ocean Observing System 
Inventory

Canada’s ocean estate covers a surface area of approxima-
tely 7.1 million square kilometres. This represents an area
equivalent to about 70 percent of Canada's land mass. In-
formation about Canada's oceans and Canadians' shared
commitment to sustainable development and protection of
our oceans to ensure healthy and productive aquatic eco-
systems for the benefit of current and future generations.
In 2010, a survey of the Canadian Ocean Observing Sys-
tems (OOS) and Observing System (OS) community was
carried out by Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) and
the Oceans Science and Technology Partnership (OSTP)
in close partnership with the Canadian Space Agency
(CSA) Government Related Initiatives Program (GRIP).
The objective was to produce a comprehensive inventory
of existing OS in Canada that gives a clear knowledge of
the targeted activities, including Earth Observation, and
will help building a national strategy. The survey contacted
over 400 organizations and individuals and identified over
65 OOS activities and characterized their users, operations
and maturity levels. The results of the inventory are now
available in a report that also includes recommendations
on future activities to foster the development of OS in-
dustry. A preliminary analysis of OS socio-economic im-
pacts has also been conducted.  Reports can be consulted at
http://www.qc.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/publications/index-eng.asp
and http://www.ostp-psto.ca/Reports.asp. 
For more information, please contact: Ariane.Plourde at
dfo-mpo.gc.ca  and Guy.Aube at asc-csa.gc.ca.
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Developing disaster management capacity
with Earth Observation

The intergovernmental Group on Earth Observations
(GEO) has chosen to address the challenge of hurricane
and more generally disaster management in the Caribbean
through its regional end-to-end pilots. The Caribbean Sa-
tellite Disaster Pilot (CSDP) is a regional project under
GEO Task DI-09-02b. It was established in 2009 in close
cooperation with the Committee on Earth Observation Sa-
tellites (CEOS) and regional institutions such as the Carib-
bean Disaster and Emergency Management Agency
(CDEMA), the Caribbean Institute for Meteorology and
Hydrology and the University of the West Indies (UWI).
The objectives of the pilot are threefold: (i) to demonstrate
the effectiveness of satellite imagery to strengthen regio-
nal, national and community level capacity for mitigation,
management and coordinated response to natural hazards;
(ii) to identify specific satellite-based products that can be
used for disaster mitigation and response on a regional
level; (iii) to identify capacity building activities that will
increase the ability of the region to integrate satellite-based
information into disaster management initiatives.
For further information >> earthzine

Austral Summer Institute

Universidad de Concepción, Chile
October-November 2011, and January 2012

The Department of Oceanography and the South-Eastern
Pacific Center on Ocean Research, Universidad de Con-
cepción, Chile, announce the Austral Summer Institute XII
(ASI XII), a series of 7 courses, to be held in October-No-
vember 2011, and January 2012. 

For details:
http://www2.udec.cl/oceanoudec/oceanografia/en/descrip
_en.htm

Workshop on the Physics of Climate Models
Caltech, Pasadena, California, USA
29-23 March 2012

Goal: To focus on key problems in the representation of
physical processes in weather/climate models and to deve-
lop scientific and programmatic strategies for their solu-
tion.  There will be three multidisciplinary thematic
sessions – one per day: Tuesday: Tropical Weather and
Climate Wednesday: High-latitude Climate Physics 
Thursday: Clouds and Climate Physics Friday: Plenary
and recommendations 

Sao Paulo School on Global Climate Modelingg
Sao Paulo,  Brasil
3 - 14 October, 2011

CPTEC/INPE is organizing a Summer School in October
on Global Climate Modeling.  It is aimed at discussing the
leading edge knowledge on earth sciences, with its pri-
mary focus on land-ocean connections. Applicants should
be PhD students or postdocs on Earth system science from
South America, South Africa or India.
Financial support (tickets and accommodation) is limited
and available upon request.  The deadline for application
for financial aid is 15th July 2011. For applications that
do not require financial support, deadline for applica-
tions is 30 July 2011. Further details:
http://www.ccst.inpe.br/SPSGCM/index.html

WCRP Open Science Conference Denver, Colorado
24-28 October 2011

For more information:   
http://www.wcrp-climate.org/conference2011/

Fifth International Conference on Flood Management
(ICFM5) 
27-29 September 2011 Tsukuba, Japan 
http://www.ifi-home.info/icfm-icharm/Call-for-
Papers.html

ICFM is the only recurring international conference focu-
sed solely on flood related issues. It is designed to bring to-
gether practitioners and researchers alike, including
engineers, planners, health specialists, disaster managers,
decision makers, and policy makers engaged in various
aspects of flood management. The deadline for the ab-
stract submission has passed.

All accepted abstracts will be published in the conference
proceedings and authors of a few selected abstracts will
be invited to submit their full manuscripts to be published
in a peer-reviewed journal. 
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Planet Under Pressure 2012 International
Conference 

The Planet Under Pressure 2012 Scientific Organizing
Committee invites abstracts.

For details and online submission form see: www.plane-
tunderpressure2012.net

Conference outline
The four-day conference will follow this flow:

Day 1: State of the planet: the latest knowledge about the
pressures on the planet

Day 2: Options and opportunities: exchanging knowledge
about ways of reducing the pressures on the planet, promo-
ting transformative changes for a sustainable future and
adapting to changes in the global system

Day 3: Challenges to progress: clarifying what is preventing
or slowing humanity from implementing potential solutions

Day 4: Ways ahead: a vision for 2050 and beyond, and ex-
ploring new partnerships and pathways towards global
sustainability

Conference themes

A.    Meeting global needs: food, energy, water and other
ecosystem services
B.    Transforming our way of living: development path-
ways under global environmental change
C.     Governing across scales: innovative stewardship of
the Earth system

"Given the mounting evidence of the sheer scale of global
changes we are witnessing, the scientific community has
a responsibility to urge public officials, citizens, and pri-
vate firms in all countries to focus on the need for major
policy changes to avoid major irreparable damage to our
planet.  I sincerely hope the 2012 conference will make a
significant contribution to placing sustainability on eve-
ryone?s agenda." Elinor Ostrom, 2009 Nobel Laureate
Economics, Chief Scientific Advisor to the Planet Under
Pressure conference.

Planet Under Pressure is organised by:
- International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme
- DIVERSITAS International Human Dimensions Pro-
gramme
- World Climate Research Programme
and their Earth System Science Partnership

New book: Remote Sensing of the Changing Oceans
(Springer©)

A new book based on PORSEC 2008: Remote Sensing of
the Changing Oceans 

For further information:
<Remote Sensing of the Changing Oceans>

MERRA Special Issue Journal of Climate

The MERRA Special of the Journal of Climate has been
opened at the AMS Online Journals page, 

http://journals.ametsoc.org/page/MERR. 

It currently includes the formal MERRA overview paper,
and around 8 other accepted papers at the moment, with
more than a dozen others still coming through the review
process.

State of the Arctic Coast 2010 – Scientific Review and
Outlook

Published online by IASC, LOICZ, IPA and AMAP. The
report focuses on sensitive coasts and thus represents an
update of the two previous reports covering the entire
Arctic region that examine the impacts of climate change,
“Arctic Climate Impact Assessment” (ACIA, 2005), and
the current social processes, “Arctic Human Development
Report” (AHDR, 2004). It draws an initial interdiscipli-
nary picture of the scientific understanding of the interplay
between humanity and the rapidly changing nature on the
coasts. http://www.loicz.org/press/index.html.en
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PORSEC2012 
will be held in

Kochi, India during 
5-9 November 2012 
with a pre-conference tutorial 
prior to the conference

Indian National Centre for Ocean Information
Services (INCOIS), Hyderbad, India 

will be the host for this event, 
with its director, Dr. Satheesh C. Shenoi, 

acting as the 
Chairman of Local Organizing Committee. 

See tentative agenda elsewhere in this issue

PORSEC Database

For our database of the PORSEC Association members we would like you to enter your information directly into our
web membership form, if you haven’t already done so: http://porsec.nwra.com/membershipform.php
Please fill this form even if you have already given the information to us in any other format since we may not have all
that information down correctly. Please use this form to update your information whenever you have any changes.
It can also be used to pay your membership fee.
This form is also accessible through our main page (http://porsec.nwra.com) by clicking on “Join the PORSEC Asso-
ciation”. 
Please work on getting us more members; use the PORSEC home page and the above links for information. The pro-
spective member provides us with the same information through the form. We will bill the person for the membership
fee, which can now be paid via “Pay Pal” on the Internet.

Information

For information about the association and links to Newsletters from the president and Bulletin issues go to: 
http://porsec.nwra.com/. To join the PORSEC Association go to membership on the web site or contact one of us
 directly. The Bulletin of the PORSEC Association is edited by Gad Levy and Kristina B. Katsaros. Production Editor
 Susanne Öhrvik. We welcome contributions about your work and about any activities of our PORSEC members that
may be of interest to other members for future issues of the Bulletin. To submit articles for this Bulletin of the
 PORSEC Association, please contact gad at porsec.nwra.com or katsaros at porsec.nwra.com.

porsec.nwra.com
http://porsec.nwra.com
http://porsec.nwra.com/membershipform.php

